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North Sea Checkpoint Method 

1. Agree precise evaluation framework 

2. Attempt the challenge (commercial 
style) 

3. Record the results (mid 
and post process) 
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MedSea, Atlantic, Black Sea approach 
Data adequacy = assessed through as a sum of data availability and 
data appropriateness (composed of indicators, 8 for availability and 8 
for appropriateness): SCORING 
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METHOD   
what does «data adequacy» mean? 



North Sea 
    Data adequacy = «value assesment criteria» TRUE/FALSE 
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METHOD (concept):  
what does «data adequacy» mean? 
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• Arctic 
    Data adequacy = assessed through 10 quality and adequacy indicators 
(«matching») 



Baltic Sea 
    Data adequacy = Fitness for use (FFU, binary) =assessed 
comparing the data requirements with the data availability  
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METHOD (concept):  
what does «data adequacy» mean? 
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MedSea, Atlantic, Black Sea approach: metadata 
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WORKFLOW (process):  
how do teams work? 



MedSea, Atlantic, Black Sea approach: metadata 
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WORKFLOW (process):  
how do teams work? 



MedSea, Atlantic, Black Sea approach 
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WORKFLOW (process):  
how do teams work? 



North Sea approach: TRUE/FALSE - Challenge driven 
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WORKFLOW (process):  
how do teams work? 

ASSESS datasets in the DAAD (Data Adequacy Assesment Database 

6 value assessment 
criteria 

TRUE/FALSE (with 
detailed explanation) 

Face the CHALLENGE 

Literature review 
Identify datasets suitable for 

challenges First evaluation and selection 



North Sea approach: TRUE/FALSE - Challenge driven 
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WORKFLOW (process):  
how do teams work? 



Arctic approach: «matching» - Challenge driven 
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WORKFLOW (process):  
how do teams work? 

SCORING ACCORDING TO 10 INDICATORS 
-Spatial coverage 

-Accesibility 
 -Temporal coverage…up to 10 

-Matching of spatial coverage 
-Matching of spatial resolution 

-Matching of temporal coverage… 
up to 10 

Predefined score - colors 

 
Data set evaluation and CMS 

     Quality   /  Adequacy 

- Global, partial Arctic, Arctic 
Online viewing, at request, download 

with pre-register, direct download  
Decades, Years, months  

No match, limited match, match 
Budget restrictions/no restrictions 
No match, limited match, match 



Arctic approach: «matching» - Challenge driven 
Scoring «Quality» and «Adequacy» of data sets used to face the challenges. 
There are 10 indicators for each aspect and this is evaluated for each challenge 
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WORKFLOW (process):  
how do teams work? 



Arctic approach: «matching»  
Scoring «Quality» and «Adequacy» of data sets used to face the challenges. 
There are 10 indicators for each aspect and this is evaluated for each challenge 
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WORKFLOW (process):  
how do teams work? 



Baltic Sea approach: FFU - Challenge driven 
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WORKFLOW (process):  
how do teams work? 

COMPARE data requirements vs. Data availability 
according to assessment criteria and for variables (characteristics) 

-Data accesibility 
-Completeness and Coverage (XY, t) 

-Resolution (XY, Z, t) 
-Precision 

Data Adequate or not - FFU (fitness for use) 

Background of the challenge area 
Identify data requirements 

(What do you want?) 

Identify data availability 
(What do you have?) 



Baltic Sea approach: FFU - Challenge driven 
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WORKFLOW (process):  
how do teams work? 
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MedSea, Atlantic, Black Sea approach 
Report on indicators (or elements) and characteristics 
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PRESENTATION 
how to communicate results? 



MedSea, Atlantic, Black Sea approach 
DAR on indicators: scores 
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PRESENTATION 
how to communicate results?  
.....In the DAR 



MedSea, Atlantic, Black Sea approach 
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PRESENTATION 
how to communicate results? 
... On the Web (browser, dashboard) 



North Sea Approach 
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PRESENTATION 
how to communicate results?  
.....In the DARs 
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Harmonising Methods 
‘Data Advisor’ Prototype 



North Sea Approach 
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PRESENTATION 
how to communicate results?  
.....In the DAR 



Arctic approach: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-Quality        -Adequacy  
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PRESENTATION 
how to communicate results?  
.....In the DARs 



Arctic approach 
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PRESENTATION 
how to communicate results?  
.....On the web: dashboard 



Baltic approach: TABLES 
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PRESENTATION 
how to communicate results?  
.....In the DARs 



Baltic approach:TABLES and  
narrative-  
Description of the challenge... 
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PRESENTATION 
how to communicate results?  
.....In the DARs 



* Numbers are approximate 36 

MORE THINGS TO COMPARE 

Number of datasets 
screened 

234 566 557 452 266 370* 

Number of datasets used in 
the products 

%50? 2nd 

DAR 
N/A 2nd 

DAR 
90  17% 

(60?) 

Reportable by parameters 
P02/P03 

Y Y N Y Y N 

Specific section devoted to 
EMODnet 

N Y N Y Y Y 

Replicable/Statistics ? Y ? Y Y ? 



Where are the differences 
between approaches? 
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• Method 
(concept) 

• Workflow 
(process) 

Presentation 
of results 



Using the same indicators: can we agree on a list? How 
impenetrable is ISO? Answering Questions + Detailed 
List of Indicators  

Vocabulary can be misleading (adequacy, availability…): 
some harmonisations is possible and desirable  
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SUGGESTIONS FOR STREAMLINING – 
METHODS 



Better definition of the products : 
Include more challenges 
Be more specific about the product 
requirements (templates) 
Get to a sub-basin level 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR 
STREAMLINING – WORKFLOW 



Recording/giving acces to intermediate and final results 
(database, catalogue, viewer, dashboard)  
Showing results by challenge helps understanding the 
results  
Reportable by themes/characteristics (P02, P03)  
Key messages/anecdotes + Gaps are not highlighted 
enough  
“Virtuous circle”: reach the data providers and the project 
managers  How??? --Papers/Newsletters/… 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR STREAMLINING – 
FUTURE STRESS- PRESENTATION 



www.emodnet.eu 
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